
 Year 3    Homework Term 2   

Maths  Reading   Writing SPaG Additional activities   
See reflective 

sticker set 

Fridays  

 

TT Rockstars 

practice times 

tables  

 

 

Accelerated 

reading daily 

 

(Remember to 

complete the AR 

test when 

changing your 

book to boost 

your points)  

 

 

 

 

 

See reflective 

sticker set Fridays 

 

 (this may include 

SPaG elements 

too). 

Spelling practise 

from Year high 

frequency lists  

 

 

Segmenting and 

blending spelling into 

sounds (phonemes) 

using the phoneme 

chart 

 

Purple Mash 

Spellings  

 

Set yourself 

dictated sentences 

with spelling in! 

 

Topic Words 

Stone  

Neolithic  

Prehistoric  

Weapon  

Spear  

Pelt  

Axe  

Jewellery 

History/ Geography 

Create a 'How to survive in the Stone Age' 

leaflet. 

RE 

Design and make a Chauri (special fan) waved 

while the Guru Granth Sahib is being read. 

(Sikhism)  

Design and Technology 

Stone Age people build shelters to live in 

using materials they had gathered. Gather 

some natural materials and build a model 

shelter or even a real one. Take photos and 

add to class Dojo.  

 

Music 

Create a short song that could be sung in a 

round (e.g. to tune of London’s Burning, Row, 

row your boat, Frere Jacques) about the 

Nativity (Christmas Story).  

Art and Design 

Make up your own story, it can be about 

anything you like but tell it through cave 

art pictures! 

 

Imagination 

Stone age people could not pop to the shops 

for food. Everything they ate had to be 

caught or collected. Write your own recipe 

for a stone age dinner using the sort of 

ingredients that would be available to them. 

Challenge - Include measurements such as 

2kg of mammoth meat. 

 

Physical Education 

Stone age people used spears to catch 

animals. Could you have a javelin throwing 

competition with your family and see who 

can throw the javelin the furthest… or 

closest to a target? (Take photos of your 

competition to add to your homework 

book).  

Science 

Choose three types of rock/ stone. Describe 

what they are used for and why they are 

especially suited to their purpose. You could 

choose your own or choose from the 

following: Marble, slate, flint, granite, chalk, 

sandstone 

 

Children should complete Reading daily. SPaG, Maths, Writing activities should be completed every week. Children should also complete 4 activities to 

gain golden time in the first week after half term. 

Metacognition – talk about your learning; Growth Mindset – FAIL – First attempt in learning; Philosophy for Children – Purpose for learning. 

 


